496   AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  CHILD  STUDY
 3.	Be sure that the children comprehend the meanings of the
words.    Using the word in sentences and in conversation
makes the meaning clear.   The daily activities of the school
can be planned to provide many opportunities for pupils
to see, hear, pronounce,  and write  the  commonly used
words which they should learn to spell.    Spelling achieve-
ments in the upper grades are largely by-products of read-
ing and writing, but habits of clearly perceiving words
are necessary if the child is to profit from these other
activities.   Thus several approaches to the study of words
— visual, auditory, and kincsthetic — will be used.
 4.	Place more responsibility on the child to plan his own
spelling lessons,  set his own goals,  and make  progress
toward them.
 5.	Give children opportunity to practice writing the word in
connection with many school  activities  and  projects in
which reading,  writing,  composition,  and  language are
involved.
 6.	Provide special drill on difficult words and difficult parts
of words as the need is indicated.   In many cases in which
a certain part of the word offers special difficulty, attract-
ing the child's attention to the difficult part seems to be
helpful.   It has been found that ie and ei, al and le, ence
and ance, ent and ant, able and ible are frequently con-
fused, and that letters in the middle of the word are more
often spelled incorrectly  than the first and last letters.
Book and Harter15 found that errors in  spelling were
almost equally distributed between two classes:   (a) errors
due to lack of thought in writing, i.e., the pupils knew how
to spell the words but wrote them incorrectly;   (b) errors
due to inadequate observation.    In this case the pupils
did not know how to spell the words.    Hildreth10 sug-
gested the following causes of spelling errors:   mispronun-
ciation, English spelling irregularities, writing errors and
spelling lapses, and spelling failure due to faulty instruc-
tion.    In the seventh grade a list of stimulus words to
which the pupil was to respond by writing all the words
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